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ABSTRACT

1

The security of ARM TrustZone relies on the idea of splitting
system-on-chip hardware and software into two worlds, namely
normal world and secure world. In this paper, we report crossworld covert channels, which exploit the world-shared cache in
the TrustZone architecture. We design a P����+C���� technique
that only cares about how many cache sets or lines have been occupied. The coarser-grained approach signi�cantly reduces the noise
introduced by the pseudo-random replacement policy and world
switching. Using our P����+C���� technique, we build covert
channels in single-core and cross-core scenarios in the TrustZone
architecture. Our results demonstrate that P����+C���� is an effective technique for enabling cross-world covert channels on ARM
TrustZone.

ARM Security Extensions, marketed as TrustZone, have been introduced in ARMv6 and later pro�le architectures, including Cortex-A
(mobile) and Cortex-M (IoT) [2–4]. The idea of TrustZone is to
split the system-on-chip hardware and software into two security
states or worlds, namely normal world and secure world. Hardware
barriers are established to prevent normal world components from
accessing secure world resources.
Two legitimate channels exist at the hardware level that a normal world component and a secure world component can use to
communicate with each other. The �rst channel is that either world
can put messages in the general registers when a world switching
is performed. The second channel is the secure world can directly
read and write to a region of physical memory that normal world
can also access.
Previous studies have shown that these legitimate channels are
vulnerable to an attacker who has the normal world kernel privileges and keeps sending crafted arguments to probe the vulnerabilities of the secure world [18, 19, 26, 33]. There are two ways to
protect these channels from being abused:
(1) Prior work, SeCReT [18], has aimed at restricting the access to
the communication channels and secure world resources to normal
world components on an access control list (ACL). SeCReT ensures
only prede�ned and legitimate normal world components can communicate and access secure world resources. To this end, SeCReT
authenticates a normal world component by verifying its code
and control integrity when it initiates communication with secure
world. Consequently, unauthenticated normal world components
cannot access the cross-world communication channels.
(2) It is possible to deploy a strong monitor, similar to a network
intrusion detection or deep packet inspection system, in legitimate
communication channels, including parameters passed by registers
and shared memory, between the normal and secure world to inspect all transmitted data and block illegal communication when it
is detected. Even though how to design such strong monitors is a
research problem itself, and no practical solutions exist to the best
of our knowledge, we assume that they could exist in the future.
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In this paper, we are interested in building cross-world covert
channels in the TrustZone architecture that (1) enable unauthenticated normal world and secure world components to communicate
even when solutions like SeCReT are deployed; (2) enable normal
world and secure world components to communicate even when
strong monitors that can inspect all transmitted data in legitimate
channels are deployed in the future. As a result, a secure world
component can always smuggle sensitive information that is not
supposed to leave the secure world to the normal world, such as
private keys, user passwords, etc. And, a normal world component
can send secret messages (e.g., command and control messages) to
secure world.
The emergence of downloadable Trusted Applications (TAs)
gives such covert channels even more practical use-scenarios [39],
where a malicious TA can steal sensitive information that does not
belong to it in the secure world and send to its counterpart in the
normal world, hence circumventing SeCReT and strong monitor.
We propose to build covert channels using a trade-o� between
performance and cost in the TrustZone hardware, which are not
governed by any software solution built on top of TrustZone, such
as SeCReT or strong monitors. We notice that even though many
system-on-chip resources are separated in the TrustZone architecture, there is only one copy of cache in the system that is shared
between the two worlds.
Even though it is easy to assume covert channels must exist given
that cache is shared between worlds, there is no comprehensive
study on the practicality and bandwidth of cross-world covert channels in the TrustZone architecture. In this paper, we identify several
challenges in building such cross-world covert channels: (1) the
pseudo-random replacement policy on ARM makes P����+P����
less reliable [21]; (2) the cross-world context switching also introduces much noise. Our work con�rms that P����+P���� is
not reliable in the cross-world scenario; (3) low noise and �negrained cache line-level attacks, such as F����+R����� [43] and
F����+F���� [12], require sharing memory objects between the
Sender and the Receiver, which does not �t in a practical attack
model.
To cope with these challenges, we need a novel cache attack
approach that does not require memory sharing and introduces
less noise in the cross-world scenario. In this paper, we leverage an
overlooked ARM Performance Monitor Unit (PMU) feature named
“L1/L2 cache re�ll events” and design a P����+C���� technique
that only cares about how many cache sets or lines have been occupied instead of determining which cache sets have been occupied
as in P����+P����. The coarser-grained approach signi�cantly
reduces the noise introduced by the pseudo-random replacement
policy and world switching. Even though some performance counters in PMU, such as cycle counter, have been used to carry out
and detect cache-based side-channel attacks in the ARM and Intel
architecture [10, 42], to the best of our knowledge it is novel to use
“L1/L2 cache re�ll events” to perform attacks.
We leverage the P����+C���� technique to build covert channels in single-core and cross-core scenarios in the TrustZone architecture. To evaluate the e�cacy of the covert channels, we test
our implementations on two devices, one of which is a Samsung
Tizen TV with ARMv7 CPU and the other is a Hikey board with
ARMv8 CPU. The evaluation results show that the bandwidth could

be as high as 27 KB/s in the single-core scenario and 95 B/s in the
cross-core scenario.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 ARM Architecture and TrustZone
Processor Modes. An ARM processor has up to 9 di�erent modes
depending on if some optional extensions have been implemented.
The user (usr) mode has a privilege level 0 and is where user space
programs run. The supervisor (svc) mode has a privilege level 1
and is where most parts of kernel execute.
TrustZone and Processor States. TrustZone is a hardware security extension of the ARM processor architecture, which includes
bus fabric and system peripherals. When TrustZone is implemented,
a processor has two security states or worlds, namely the secure
world (s) and the normal world (ns). The distinction between the
two states is orthogonal to the processor modes. The partitioning
of all the System on Chip (SoC)’s hardware and software into two
worlds may be physical and/or virtual. For instance, a processor
core is shared by the normal and secure world in a time-sliced
fashion. World switching is done in the monitor mode after calling
the secure monitor call (SMC) instruction in either world. The SMC
instruction forces the running core to enter the monitor mode.

2.2

Legitimate Channels between the Normal
and Secure Worlds

At the hardware layer, there are two ways for a normal world and
a secure world component to communicate with each other. Firstly,
messages can be stored in the general registers when a world switching happens, which is triggered by the SMC instruction. For instance,
secure monitor call calling convention [5] de�nes how parameters
are passed through the general registers, and it is implemented in
�rmware, such as ARM Trusted Firmware [6]. Previous projects,
such as SeCReT [18], attempted to add extra layers of authentication and veri�cation to make sure only prede�ned and legitimate
components can use this channel.
Secondly, the secure world kernel can directly map a memory
region that is accessible by the normal world. Hence, this shared
memory region can be used by the normal and secure world to
communicate. Secure world OSes, such as OP-TEE [28], have implemented shared memory. Usually, a physical memory region is �rst
allocated by the normal world kernel. The physical address, the size
of the shared memory, and other important information are then
transferred to the secure world OS through the SMC interface, so
the secure world can con�gure its MMU table entries to access the
region directly. Since important information is still passed through
the SMC interface, solutions such as SeCReT can also monitor this
channel. Besides SeCReT, we can assume strong monitors can be
implemented in the future to inspect all transmitted data in these
channels.

2.3

ARM Cache Architecture

A cache is a relatively small but fast array of memory, which is
usually placed between a CPU core and the main memory. In the
ARM architecture, each core has its own dedicated L1 cache, which
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is separated into instruction cache (I-cache) and data cache (Dcache). The separation of instruction and data cache allows transfers
to be performed simultaneously on both instruction and data buses
and increases the overall performance of L1 caches. In the ARM
architecture, a uni�ed L2-cache is shared among the cores in a core
cluster.
Inclusiveness. Depending on if a high-level cache holds the data
of a lower level cache, a cache architecture can be categorized into
the following three classes: (1) inclusive cache: a line in L2 cache
will be evicted when new data is fetched even even though the line
is in L1 cache; (2) strict inclusive cache: a cache line in L2 cache
cannot be evicted by new data if the data is stored in L1 cache,
which is known as AutoLock by a prior work [11]; (3) exclusive
cache: a cache line will only be stored in one of the cache levels.
Inclusiveness of a cache is important for cross-core cache attacks. In
the ARM architecture, cache is not exclusive mostly, which enables
cross-core cache-based attacks.
Set Associativity. For e�ciency reasons, multiple adjacent words
in memory are moved in or out from the cache in a single cache load
or eviction. And, the smallest unit in a cache is called a cache line.
In the modern cache architecture, a cache is organized in multiple
cache sets. And, adjacent memory data with the size of a cache line
can be stored into any cache line in the same set. If a cache set has
N cache lines, the cache is called an N -way associative cache.
Replacement Policies. In set-associative caches, to decide which
speci�c cache line to use in a particular set several policies can be
utilized: (1) Least-recently-used replacement policy: the least recently
used cache entry in a cache set will be replaced. Intel architecture
uses this policy [22]; (2) Round-Robin replacement policy: the cache
lines that are �rst �lled will be cleared �rst; (3) Pseudo-random
replacement policy: a random cache line will be evicted. In the ARM
architecture, a pseudo-random replacement policy is used, which
usually makes cache-based attacks harder to implement [21, 31].
Cache in TrustZone Architecture. Unlike some banked system
registers, there is only one copy of cache that is shared between
normal and secure world. Each cache line has one bit to indicate
if its content is from a secure or normal world memory region.
Even though this extend bit can prevent normal world components
from accessing cache contents of secure world, the design of shared
cache still makes some cross-world cache attacks possible.

2.4
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The objective of F����+R����� is to determine which speci�c
cache lines are accessed by a victim program. First, the attacker
maps objects in the victim’s address space into its own. The attacker
then �ushes speci�c cache lines, schedules the victim program,
and checks which the cache lines that were �ushed have been
reloaded. This technique was �rst implemented using the CLFLUSH
instruction provided in the Intel architecture [41], and it has been
used to extract cryptographic keys [14, 16, 17]. E����+R����� was
proposed for ARM by replacing the �ush action with eviction [13,
43].
Because the cache references and misses caused by F����+R�����
and P����+P���� could be monitored by hardware performance
counters, Gruss et al. [12] proposed F����+F���� that only relies
on the execution time of the �ush instruction to detect if a cache
line has been loaded by a victim program.
Even though F����+R�����, E����+R����� and F����+F����
provide �ner-grained attacks at the cache line level, they all need
shared memory between an attacker program and a victim program.
In this paper, we assume the secure world and normal world communication parties do not share memory. Therefore, these techniques
cannot be adopted.

3

ASSUMPTIONS AND ATTACK MODEL

We assume a solution, such as SeCReT [18], that only allows authenticated normal world components to use the communication
channel, is running in secure world monitor mode. Such a solution
safely maintains a list of prede�ned normal world components
that are allowed to use the legitimate channels. We also assume
that there is a strong monitor that can understand all transmitted data between the normal and secure world and block illegal
communications.
The goal of an attacker is to smuggle sensitive information that
is only accessible in the secure world to the normal world. To this
end, the attacker runs a component, namely Receiver in the normal
world and another component, namely Sender in the secure world.
Because legitimate communication channels, including parameters
passed by registers and shared memory, between the normal world
and the secure world are under inspection by a SeCReT or a strong
monitor, it is impossible for the Sender and the Receiver to transfer
sensitive data from the secure to the normal world using such
channels without being detected. To bypass this kind of cross-world
communication monitoring, the Sender and the Receiver need to
use channels that are not governed by the sentries implemented in
the monitor mode.
We assume the attacker has kernel privileges in the normal world,
so the Receiver can use privileged instructions to access the PMU.
This constraint can be loosened if the perf_event_open system call
is provided to monitor “L1/L2 cache re�ll events” in userland. The
Sender can simply be a secure world application (trusted application), and it is not necessary for it to have kernel privileges. This
is because the Sender will only need to in�uence cache by reading/writing memory regions and does not need to access the PMU.
However, having the Sender running in the kernel space enables
it to steal information that is not available for userland processes.
Running an application in the secure world is very feasible for
the attacker who can either leverage vulnerabilities of the secure

Previous Cache Attacks

Previous cache attacks utilize time di�erences between a cache
hit and a cache miss to infer whether speci�c code/data has been
accessed. We brie�y overview several attacks that have been widely
exploited on both Intel and ARM architectures.
Both E����+T��� and P����+P���� can be used to determine
which cache sets have been accessed by a victim [29]. Both of them
have been used to reconstruct cryptography key in a victim program [15, 22, 29] and perform cross-VM attacks [24, 44–46]. In these
two approaches, attackers can only achieve set-level granularity,
but they do not need to map objects in the memory space of the
victim into their own memory space. Previous research e�ort also
showed that the pseudo-random replacement policy on ARM makes
P����+P���� much harder than it is on Intel architectures [21, 42].
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Device

SoC

CPU (cores)

L1 Cache

L2 Cache

Inclusiveness

Secure World OS

Normal World OS

Samsung
Tizen TV

N/A

32-bit
Cortex-A17 (4)

32KB, 4-way,
128 sets

1024KB, 16-way,
1024 sets

Inclusive

SecureOS

Tizen OS
on Linux 4.1.10

Hikey board

HiSilicon
Kirin 620

64-bit
Cortex-A53 (8)

32KB, 4-way,
128 sets

512KB, 16-way,
512 sets

Inclusive

ARM Trusted
Firmware, OP-TEE

Linux 4.1.0

Table 1: Test Environments.

world interfaces as shown in [20, 27] or bypass application vetting
mechanisms [9]. The use of downloadable TAs, which are predicted
to be used widely [39], would increase the chance as well.
In summary, in our attack model attackers are not stronger than
their counterparts in previous events [26, 33] or in the attack model
presented in SeCReT [18], except that the Sender, which can be a
userland application, is a must. Our implementation suggests such
an application could be implemented in hundreds of lines of C code.
Moreover, our attack can be carried out even when mechanisms,
such as strong monitors, that are more powerful than normal world
component authentication, such as SeCReT, are deployed between
the two worlds.
Depending on the hardware the attack is performed on and
resources the attacker possesses, we articulate two attack scenarios:
single-core and cross-core.
(1) Single-core scenario: This scenario occurs when either the
targeted device only has a single-core CPU or the attacker can only
control one of the cores in a multi-core CPU. Because there is only
one core available to the attacker, the attacker needs to use the
SMC instruction to switch between the normal and secure world. In
addition, in this scenario the attacker can use either L1 cache or L2
cache. Note that even if the attacker can use the SMC instruction in
this scenario, it is not possible to send sensitive information directly
using the SMC instruction or shared memory due to the sentry in
the monitor mode;
(2) Cross-core scenario: In this scenario, the attacker can execute
the Receiver in the normal world and the Sender in the secure world
on two di�erent cores at the same time. Because di�erent cores
do not share L1 cache, the covert channel can only be constructed
using the L2 cache. Therefore, the inclusiveness of L2 cache a�ects
the result. In this scenario, there is no need for the attacker to use
the SMC instruction to switch between the worlds.
In this paper, we attempt to solve the challenges in building
cross-world covert channels in both aforementioned scenarios. All
experiments are performed on the two environments as listed in
Table 1. In addition, we use a TRACE32 hardware debugger1 to
trace cache operations on the Tizen TV.

4

Algorithm 1: P����+C����-based Cross-world Covert Channels. x is the message to be sent.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18

/* Receiver: Prime
if Single-core covert channel then
for Each L1-D cache line do
Clean & Invalidate the L1-D cache line
Load data to �ll the L1-D cache line

*/

Yield control to the secure world by executing SMC
if Cross-core covert channel then
for Each L2 cache line do
Clean & Invalidate the L1-D cache line
Clean & Invalidate the L2 cache line
Load data to �ll the L1-D & L2 cache lines
Clean & Invalidate the whole L1-D cache
/* Sender: Write to covert channel
if Single-core covert channel then
Occupy x L1-D cache lines
Yield control to the normal world by executing SMC

*/

if Cross-core covert channel then
Occupy x L2 cache lines
/* Receiver: Count
Determine how many cache lines are changed by Sender
Apply bucket method for further noise reduction

*/

the Receiver detects such changes to decipher the message the
Sender transmits. Note that, in almost all the platforms, neither the
Sender nor the Receiver can directly read the content of any cache
line. Therefore, the message is actually delivered using channels
such as which speci�c cache lines or sets have been changed in
previous projects [21, 32, 37]. To receive such information, the
Receiver accesses its own address space again and uses cache hit or
miss to detect how many cache lines have been changed.
Our approach follows this general idea with some changes that
are tailor-made for the TrustZone architecture. In particular, we
propose P����+C����, it uses the number of changed cache lines
as the covert channel instead of which cache lines or sets. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the overall work�ow of building cross-world
covert channels using P����+C����. As shown in Lines 2–4 and
7–11, the Receiver �rst P����s the cache. Because covert channels
are based on the number of cache misses, the results of the P����
step can have a strong in�uence on the reliability and bandwidth of
the covert channel. Due to the pseudo-random cache replacement

CROSS-WORLD COVERT CHANNELS

At a high level, to build cache-based covert channels, the Receiver
�rst makes the whole cache or some speci�c cache lines enter
a known state. To this end, the Receiver can �ll the cache with
contents from its own address space. In the second step, the Sender
carefully changes states of some cache lines by evicting the contents
of those lines and placing its own contents there. In the third step,
1 http://www.lauterbach.com/
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Algorithm 2: An Alternative Method.

1
2
3
4

/* The following lines replace Lines 2-4 in
Algorithm 1
for Each L1-D cache set do
Clean & Invalidate the L1-D cache set

*/

for Each L1-D cache set do
Load data to �ll the L1-D cache set

Figure 1: Cache misses introduced by world switching.
(2) Di�cult to choose threshold: One way to tell a cache hit from a
cache miss is to use the Performance Monitors Cycle Count Register
(PMCCNTR) that increments from the hardware processor clock.
By subtracting a previously recorded PMCCNTR value (p1 ) from its
current value (p2 ), the number of elapsed processor cycles ( = p2
p1 ) can be easily computed. To distinguish between cache hit and
miss for a memory access, PMCCNTR is read before and after the
memory access attempt. If the number of elapsed cycles is greater
than some prede�ned threshold ( > ), the attempt is classi�ed
as a cache miss; otherwise, it is considered as a cache hit. This
approach has been used in P����+P���� and other cache attacks.
However, the thresholds used for decision making are contingent upon
the implementation of the CPU, which means there is no one-size�ts-all threshold value for all available devices on the market. Even
though Lipp et al. proposed a mechanism to automatically compute
the threshold at run-time [21], it inevitably increases the size of the
attack code base and the chance to be discovered.

policy, an e�ective and e�cient P���� method is not very straightforward. We discuss the P���� method in detail in Section 4.2.
In the single-core scenario, the Receiver then needs to yield
control to the secure world so the Sender can execute as shown
in Line 5. In the cross-core scenario, this step is omitted. Then,
as shown in Lines 13 and 16, the Sender writes data to the covert
channel by occupying x cache lines, where x is the message to be
sent. In this step, the cache replacement policy could be the obstacle
again. Consequently, a similar method in P���� is used for accurate
message writing. In the single-core scenario, the Sender then yields
control to the normal world so that the Receiver can decode the
message as shown in Line 14. Lastly, the Receiver C����s how many
cache lines are changed as shown in Line 17 and uses a simple noise
reduction method to get the message as shown in Line 18.
The main di�erence in single-core and cross-core scenario is
that the L2 cache is used in the cross-core scenario instead of the
L1-D cache. We discuss the details of the di�erences in Section 4.5.

4.1.2 W�� P����+C����? P����+C���� counts how many
cache sets or lines have been occupied instead of determining which
cache sets have been occupied. P����+C����, as a coarser-grained
approach than P����+P����, signi�cantly reduces the noise introduced by the random replacement policy and world switching. In
addition, P����+C���� does not require shared memory space or
shared memory objects with a victim. P����+C���� only cares
about how many cache sets/lines have been changed. Therefore,
it may be di�cult to use it for some attacks other than building
covert channels, such as stealing cryptographic algorithm keys.

4.1 P����+C���� Overview
4.1.1 Why not P����+P����? Intuitively, P����+P���� can be
used to build cross-world covert channels in our attack model. It is
not the best option due to the following reasons:
(1) Noisy: Due to ARM’s pseudo-random replacement policy, Lipp
et al. demonstrated that P����+P���� is not reliable [21]. The world
switching introduced by TrustZone increases the ine�ectiveness of
P����+P����. In addition, during the time when the normal world
part of the covert channel is working, other kernel code executing
on the same core can introduce extra noise.
We conducted several experiments on both devices to show how
much noise can be introduced on each set of the L1-D cache during
the world switching after the P����. In the experiments, the secure
world simply yields control to the normal world after loading a
speci�c number of cache sets. Figure 1 shows how many cache
misses occurred for each cache set in 200 world switchings on the
Hikey board. The x-axis is the index of the cache sets from 0 to
127, and the -axis is the accumulated number of cache misses. The
experiments suggest the noise is widely dispersed on the cache sets
and the average number of cache misses per world switching is
around 18 over 128 cache sets. Even though Figure 1 shows some
cache sets, such as cache set 1, are never used during the world
switching in our experiments on the Hikey board, it does not mean
that those cache sets are guaranteed to stay intact when other
hardware devices or di�erent �rmware and OS are used. Hence,
it is not feasible to use this observation to build generic covert
channels for a variety of hardware and software environments.

4.2

P���� the Cache

Ine�ective P���� a�ects the accuracy of C���� and adds noise to
the covert channel. It is suggested that the pseudo-random cache
replacement policy is a signi�cant obstacle in P���� [21, 42]. Taking
a 4-way set associative cache as an example, based on the index of
the physical address newly fetched data can be loaded to any of the
4 ways. Therefore, even if we load as much data as the size of the
L1-D cache, there is no guarantee that the cache will be completely
occupied.
4.2.1 Previous P���� Method. Previous approaches to achieve
high cache coverage in P���� for userland programs load data
repeatedly using various access patterns [21, 42]. However, this
type of approach costs thousands of CPU cycles even when it is
only used to prime a small portion of the cache [21].
Also, our experiments con�rm that repeating the data loading
at kernel level is costly. We perform a systematic analysis using
the TRACE32 hardware debugger to dump the content of cache on
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a Samsung Tizen TV. To this end, we prepare 32 KB of memory
space, the same size of the L1-D cache. Then, we access the �rst
byte of the memory and keep accessing data at the address that
is 64 bytes (size of cache line) away from the one before. After
repeating this operation for 512 times (128 sets ⇥ 4 ways), we dump
the content of cache using the TRACE32 debugger. To minimize
possible interference, we use a spinlock to give our experiment
code exclusive use of the core. Our results show that, on average,
only 372 of 512 cache lines were occupied after accessing the 32 KB
memory once. Only by repeating this procedure for more than 50
times could it achieve around 95% cache occupation.

Set-counting mode. Another option is to count the cache re�ll
events on only one way, so just 128 lines will be checked. A way
can be chosen by using the DC CISW instruction. In this mode,
the covert channel can transmit at most 7 bits (lo 2 128) every time.
However, we only need to P���� one way in this mode. Therefore,
this mode can achieve higher bandwidth than the line-counting
mode.
4.3.2 Defeating Data Prefetching. One of the challenges we encountered in implementing C���� is the automatic data prefetcher [2,
4]. Data prefetching is a technique that fetches data into the cache
earlier than the instruction that uses the data is executed. To do
so, the prefetcher monitors data cache misses and learns an access
pattern. However, a data prefetching does not trigger a re�ll event.
So, the counter will not increment when a new cache line �ll is
caused by data prefetching.
There are several methods to prevent data prefetching. One way
is to disable the prefetcher directly by changing the corresponding
bit in the auxiliary control register. However, it is only safe to do so
after the MMU is enabled, which does not �t in our attack model.
Moreover, disabling the prefetcher will downgrade the performance
of the system. Another way is to access memory locations in a
random and unpredictable order, so it is di�cult for the prefetcher
to learn a pattern. However, this method increases the complexity
of implementing covert channels.
We solve the problem by employing the instruction synchronization barrier (ISB). The ISB instruction �ushes the pipeline of a
core and the prefetcher bu�er as well. It is normally used when the
context or system registers are changed as well as after the branch
predict maintenance operations.

4.2.2 Our P���� Method. Obviously, a faster P���� method
could signi�cantly increase the bandwidth of covert channels and
reduce the chance of being discovered. In this paper, as shown in
Lines 3–4 in Algorithm 1 we clean and invalidate each cache line
before only loading the data to cache once. Our experiments show
that this method achieves around 99% occupation on average.
This method operates as follow: (1) The starting address of a
memory block is assigned to the pointer; (2) We translates virtual
address to physical address. Once the physical address is obtained,
we can extract its set number; (3) After that, we select the target
cache line among the lines (ways) in the set using the DC CISW
instruction. The DC CISW instruction’s operands are a set number
and a way number, and thus, we can choose a speci�c cache line
(way) in a set to clean and invalidate it. We typically start from the
way 0 to the last way; (4) Lastly, we load the data to the cache line.
The pointer is increased by the length of a cache line so that we can
point to the next cache set of the way in the next round. If the way
has been fully �lled by data, we fetch data to the next way. Steps
(1) – (4) are iterated until P���� is done.
We also conduct experiments with an alternative method shown
in Algorithm 2. In this method, we clean and invalidate all cache
lines of the L1-D cache before loading the data. Experiments show
that this method achieves around 95% occupation on average.

4.4

A Simple Message Encoding Method

Even though P����+C���� introduces signi�cantly less noise than
P����+P����, noise is still inevitable due to the world switching
and other factors. One way to correct the errors introduced by
noise is to adopt error correction encoding methods, such as ReedSolomon error correction [30]. However, those encoding methods
signi�cantly (1) increase the size of message, (2) are time consuming to perform, and (3) increase the size of the code base. Hence,
adopting those methods could even further reduce the bandwidth
of the covert channel and increase the chances of being discovered.
A recent study also suggests that directly applying error-correcting
codes does not work due to cache-based covert channel noise characteristics [25].
Fortunately, our empirical experiments show that the introduced
noise in P����+C���� (error in number of cache re�ll events)
is manageable. Therefore, we design a simple encoding method,
which essentially ignores the least signi�cant bits of the received
data. We call this approach the bucket method.
The basic idea of the bucket method is to divide the numbers of
cache re�ll events into several groups. Table 2 illustrates one example of using the bucket method when 2 bits of data are transferred
from the secure world using a 7-bit channel (128 sets in set-counting
mode). In this example, when the Sender wants to send message 2,
it will try to occupy 70 cache lines, which may result in 85 cache
re�ll events detected by the Receiver. The Receiver then uses the

4.3 C���� Using Cache Re�ll Events
The Performance Monitor Unit (PMU) includes logic to gather various statistics on the operations of the processor and memory system during runtime. We use overlooked PMU features called “L1/L2
Cache Re�ll Event” to count how many cache lines have been updated. A cache re�ll event can be triggered by any access causing
data to be fetched from outside the cache. Therefore, every cache
miss can be counted by using the event.
After the secure world occupies some cache lines using the P����
method, it yields control to normal world, and C���� function will
execute. If a cache line is re�lled while accessing the memory, the
counter will increment. Therefore, this function gives us how many
cache lines have been changed between P���� and C����.
4.3.1 Two Counting Modes. There are two counting modes we
use in the experiments:
Line-counting mode. The smallest unit for counting a cache re�ll
event is a line. For example, if the L1-D cache is a 128-set 4-way
cache, we can check each of the 512 lines to count how many re�ll
events occur. In this mode, the covert channel can transmit at most
9 bits (lo 2 512) every time.
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Message to be Sent

# of Cache Sets should be
Occupied by the Sender

# of Cache Events
detected by the Receiver

Bucket Ranges
set by the Receiver

Message decoded
by the Receiver

0

10

23

0 - 43

0

1

40

60

44 - 71

1

2

70

85

72 - 99

2

3

100

111

100 - 128

3

Table 2: An example of the bucket method. We assume there are 128 sets and set-counting mode is used. The channel can
transmit as most 7 bits (lo 2 128) every time. In this example, only 2 bits are transmitted.

bucket method to decode the message back to 2. The range of a
bucket should be decided empirically.

4.5

TA can load LKM to the kernel of secureOS. Therefore, in practice
a malicious kernel-level Sender needs to bypass Samsung’s code
vetting �rst. For the Hikey board implementation, we implemented
the Sender in kernel by modifying the tee_entry_fast function
in the entry_fast.c of the OP-TEE.
In the multi-core covert channel scenario, we implemented two
kernel threads in the normal world and assigned each of them to
a di�erent physical core. One of the threads acting as the Receiver
stays in the normal world. The other kernel thread executes SMC
and invokes the Sender in the secure world. The Sender and the
Receiver use L2 cache to communicate.
The normal world kernel module consists of 1,134 SLoC for both
test environments. The secure world implementation on the Hikey
board consist of 84 SLoC, whereas the secure world application on
Samsung Tizen TV has 319 SLoC.

Cross-Core Covert Channels

We use the same P����+C���� approaches as the single-core covert
channel for cross-core covert channel except for the level of the
cache re�ll event. Besides that, as shown in Algorithm 1 Line 11,
the whole L1-D cache should be cleaned and invalidated after the
P����. If the L1-D cache has data which was used to occupy the L2
cache after the P����, the remaining data in the L1-D cache will
cause cache hits during C���� even if the secure world the Sender
loads all cache lines of the L2 cache. Cleaning and invalidating the
L1-D cache using the DC CISW instruction does not a�ect the L2
cache.
Because the L2 cache is shared by many cores and the cache size
is much bigger than the L1-D cache, in practice it is impossible to
prevent other cores from changing the cache lines during the time
of P���� or after P����. Therefore, the noise caused by other cores
makes line-counting mode infeasible for building cross-core covert
channels. Consequently, we design a modi�ed set-counting mode.
The set-counting mode for the single-core environment counts
cache misses of one way. For the cross-core covert channel, we
check cache misses of all cache lines in a set spanning all ways.

5

6

EVALUATION

In this section, we report the evaluation results of cross-world
P����+C����-based covert channels on the TrustZone architecture. In section 6.1, we evaluate how much noise our P����+C����
method could reduce compared with previous approaches. Section 6.2 discusses how we choose bucket ranges in the experiments.
Section 6.3 measures the bandwidth of covert channels under different conditions. In Section 6.4 shows images transferred using
covert channels.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the P����+C���� method and covert channels
using P����+C���� on the two devices as listed in Table 1. Also,
we open source the prototype with the expectation that it will be
utilzed and extened by security researchers2 .
The software implementation consists of a normal world module
(the Receiver) and a secure world module (the Sender) to simulate
the scenario that the Sender tries to smuggle sensitive data out to
the normal world. Note that with a simple implementation twist
the P����+C���� technique and covert channels based on it can
be used to send data from the normal world to the secure world as
well.
In the single-core scenario implementation, the normal world
module is a loadable kernel module (LKM) that can execute the SMC
instruction directly. In the case of the Samsung Tizen TV, the Sender
is a secure world application that does not have kernel privileges. To
invoke the application, a new SMC handler is added to the kernel of
the secureOS. Note that, in Samsung Tizen TV, only authenticated
trusted applications can be loaded on the secureOS, and only Root

6.1

E�ectiveness of P����+C����

6.1.1 Single-core Scenario. We designed four experiments to
demonstrate the e�ectiveness of our P����+C���� method under
the single-core scenario. In each experiment, the Sender tries to load
a speci�c number of lines/sets (x-axis), and the Receiver detects how
many lines/sets changes ( -axis). The con�gurations of experiments
are listed as follows: (1) Exp-1: P���� with repeated loading 50 times,
no instruction barrier, set-counting mode; (2) Exp-2: P���� with
repeated loading 50 times, no instruction barrier, line-counting
mode; (3) Exp-3: Our P���� method, with instruction barrier, setcounting mode; (4) Exp-4: Our P���� method, with instruction
barrier, line-counting mode.
We repeated the experiment on each device 1,000 times. Figure 2
shows the evaluation results. The x-axis represents the number of
cache lines/sets loaded by the secure world Sender, whereas the
-axis represents how many L1 cache re�ll events were detected by
the Receiver. The blue line indicates the maximum number of cache
�ll events detected, whereas the green line shows the minimum

2 https://github.com/Samsung/prime-count
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(a) Exp-1 on Tizen TV

(b) Exp-1 on Hikey

(c) Exp-2 on Tizen TV

(d) Exp-2 on Hikey

(e) Exp-3 on Tizen TV

(f) Exp-3 on Hikey

(g) Exp-4 on Tizen TV

(h) Exp-4 on Hikey

Figure 2: We conducted multiple experiments on both devices to demonstrate the e�ectiveness of our P���� method and instruction barrier under the single-core scenario. (1) Exp-1: P���� with repeated loading, no instruction barrier, set-counting
mode; (2) Exp-2: P���� with repeated loading, no instruction barrier, line-counting mode; (3) Exp-3: Our P���� method, with
instruction barrier, set-counting mode; (4) Exp-4: Our P���� method, with instruction barrier, line-counting mode. By comparing the �rst row and the second row, we can clearly see that the variance of noise is signi�cantly reduced using our P����
method with instruction barrier.
6.1.2 Cross-core Scenario. We also conducted cross-core experiments on both devices using our P���� method, with instruction
barrier and set-counting mode (Exp-5). As Figure 3 shows, the noise
under the cross-core scenario is much stronger than it is under the
single-core scenario. Also, the results on Hikey is more stable than
the results on Tizen TV. This is because there are several applications running on the Tizen system when we were conducting the
experiments.
(a) Exp-5 on Tizen TV

(b) Exp-5 on Hikey

6.1.3 Under Extreme Conditions. We are interested in how our
approach performs under extreme conditions. To this end, we ran a
program in the normal world that creates many threads that exceed
the number of cores on each board. The threads stay in an in�nite
loop in which they keep reading and writing data to memory after
allocating a memory region that has the same size as the L2 cache.
We conducted multiple experiments with three di�erent con�gurations: (1) Exp-6: the set-counting mode under the single-core
scenario; (2) Exp-7: the line-counting mode under the single-core
scenario; (3) Exp-8: the set-v counting mode under the cross-core
scenario. Figure 4 suggests our approach performs well in the singlecore scenario even under extreme conditions. However, the error
rate is very high in the cross-core scenario.

Figure 3: Number of Loaded Cache Sets versus Detected L2
Re�ll Events under the Cross-core Scenario.

number of cache �ll events detected. The orange line denotes the
average over the 1,000 experiments.
From the �rst row of Figure 2, which is the previous P����
approach on both devices, we can see those approaches are far from
reliable and the gaps between the maximums and minimums are
large. It is particularly interesting to see the number of cache re�ll
events will even stay at around 256 on average no matter how many
lines the Sender tries to load as shown in Figure 2-(d). We tried to
look for explanations and failed to �nd any answers in any o�cial
speci�cations of Hikey or ARM documents.
By comparing the �rst row (previous P���� techniques) and the
second row (our P���� technique) of Figure 2, we can clearly see
that the variance of noise is signi�cantly reduced using our P����
method with an instruction barrier.

6.1.4 Under a Real-world Condition. In addition, we also tested
our approach in the cross-core scenario under a more realistic condition, where a YouTube application was running in the Samsung
Tizen TV (Exp-9). As shown in Figure 5-(a), the noise was alleviated
compared to Figure 4-(e) (Exp-8). However, Figure 5-(b) implies that
the cross-core covert channel is di�cult to utilize because there are
many overlaps in the ranges of each bucket.
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(a) Exp-9 on Tizen TV

(b) Exp-6 on Hikey

(b) Exp-9 on Tizen TV

Figure 5: Experiment under a realistic condition, where a
YouTube application is running.

6.3
(c) Exp-7 on Tizen TV

(d) Exp-7 on Hikey

(e) Exp-8 on Tizen TV

(f) Exp-8 on Hikey

For the capacity measurement, we evaluated how many bytes can
be transferred per second using the channels. In particular, we
designed 4 experiments: (1) Exp-10: the Sender tries to load all cache
lines/sets (write all ones to the channel); (2) Exp-11: the Sender does
not loads anything (write zero to the channel); (3) Exp-12: the Sender
tries to load all cache lines/sets (write all ones to the channel) under
extreme conditions; (4) Exp-13: the Sender does not loads anything
(write zero to the channel) under extreme conditions; We ran all
four experiments 500 times on both devices using di�erent counting
modes.
As shown in Table 3, the single-core set-counting mode of Exp-11
has the highest capacity and the cross-core of Exp-12 has the lowest
capacity for both Hikey board and Samsung Tizen TV. The results
may be surprising at the �rst glance since our experiments showed
line-counting mode has lower noise and 2 more bits to use than
set-counting mode. Further analysis reveals the reason behind this
phenomenon is that the code of line-counting mode takes much
longer time to run than its set-counting mode counterpart. This
�nding demonstrates the importance of e�cient code execution to
the covert-channel capacity.

Figure 4: Number of Loaded Cache Sets versus Detected Re�ll Events under Extreme Conditions. We conducted multiple experiments. (1) Exp-6: the set-counting mode under
the single-core scenario; (2) Exp-7: the line-counting mode
under the single-core scenario; (3) Exp-8: the set-counting
mode under the cross-core scenario.

6.4
6.2

Capacity Measurement

Image Transfer

We used the covert channels to transmit images from the secure
world to the normal world under di�erent conditions using both
devices. Figure 7 shows the results of experiments on the Tizen TV.
Column (a) shows the original images. The other images are all the
ones we retrieved from the normal world using covert channels.
Overall, the quality and accuracy of the transferred images decrease from left to right; and even under extreme conditions (Figure 7 column (f)), the covert channel can still transmit data with
some accuracy. The images illustrate that the covert channels we
built using P����+C���� are e�ective.
We especially can transfer data without noise in the single-core
scenario using the line-counting mode as shown in Figure 7-(b).
Because there is no overlapped region between the boxes in Figure 6(c) and (d), we set each bucket to have enough range so that the
receiver can decode correct message.
However, the cross-core covert channels have low accuracy particularly when YouTube was running and under extreme conditions
as illustrated in Figure 7-(e) and (f), Under these conditions where
we cannot avoid much noise, the number of cache re�ll events

Choosing Bucket Ranges

Figure 6 shows the distributions of the number of cache re�ll events
when we select 16 buckets. We assumed that the covert channel is
employed to send 4 bits per time. The Sender tries to load a speci�c
number of cache lines/sets (x-axis), and the Receiver detects how
many events are occurred and decodes it to a message ( -axis).
The box and whisker diagram used in Figure 6 is to display the
distribution of data. Data from the �rst to the third quartiles is in
the box, and the red line inside the box represents the median. The
bottom line and the top line represent the minimum and maximum
value, respectively. The other small circles are outliers. As shown in
Figure 6, it is di�cult to �nd overlapped ranges in the line-counting
mode after we applied our approaches. On the other hand, in the
set-counting mode, the available numbers of the event are smaller
than the line-counting mode, and thus, there are overlapping re�ll
event numbers between buckets.
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(b) Exp-3 on Hikey

(c) Exp-4 on Tizen TV

(d) Exp-4 on Hikey

Figure 6: The chosen bucket ranges for di�erent experiment con�gurations versus Detected Re�ll Events.
Attack Scenario
Single-core

Test Device
Samsung Tizen TV (Cortex-A17)
Hikey Board (Cortex-A53)

Cross-core

Counting Mode

Exp-10

Exp-11

Exp-12

Exp-13

Set-counting

10,330.97

27,408.13

4,868.28

12,971.03

Line-counting

5,293.62

8,216.97

2,517.62

3,892.50

Set-counting

10,273.43

15,646.21

3,812.29

6,201.89

Line-counting

2,605.33

5,101.91

875.12

1,824.15

Samsung Tizen TV (Cortex-A17)
Hikey Board (Cortex-A53)

Set-counting

19.32

45.83

15.31

17.73

52.14

95.04

22.33

26.49

Table 3: Capacities of Covert Channels (Byte/Second).

7.3

increases unexpectedly as the Figure 4-(e), (f) and Figure 5 show.
Therefore, message sent by the Sender is likely to go other buckets
(to higher numbers) because of severe noise.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Limitations of P����+C����
First o�, it is worth noting that covert channels made by P����+C����
could be detected by monitoring PMUs. To detect use of L1/L2 cache
re�ll events, a defender can check the performance monitors event
counter selection register (PMSELR) and the performance monitors
selected event type register (PMXEVTYPER) [4].
In addition, P����+C���� is not as �ne-grained as other cache
attacks, including P����+P���� and F����+F����, because it only
cares about how many cache sets/lines have been updated. Adopting P����+C���� for spying a victim program and even extract
cryptographic keys from another address space may be di�cult if
not impossible, because P����+C���� cannot answer which cache
sets/lines have been used. However, due to the coarse-grained characteristic of P����+C���� it can reduce noise introduced by world
switching, pseudo-random replacement policy, and other factors,
which makes it a better choice to build cross-world covert channels.

7.2

Cross-world Covert Channels without
Normal World Kernel Privileges

To loosen up the attack model and allow normal world applications
to use the covert channels, we can adopt the P���� approach proposed in [21] that can be conducted in userland without using the
DC CISW instruction. As mentioned in Section 3, we can also utilize
the Linux perf_event_open system call to monitor “L1/L2 cache re�ll
events” in userland to implement C����.
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Limitations of Our Experiments

While we took great e�orts to maintain our experiments’ validity,
we could not consider some factors that may have a�ected the
bandwidth of the constructed covert channels. Speci�cally, SeCReT
is not openly available (in fact, the authors were unwilling to share
their code or system with us), therefore we were unable to run
our experiments with SeCReT enabled. It is unclear how much
SeCReT or similar solutions would impact the CPU load and even
the number of accesses to the cache. We want to emphasize that
the deployment of SeCReT or a strong monitor will not a�ect the
feasibility of the proposed covert channels but only downgrade the
bandwidth.

8

RELATED WORK

Cache Side Channel Attacks: Cache side channel attacks exploit
the leakage of information caused by micro-architectural time differences between a cache hit and a cache miss [47]. They have been
used to steal cryptographic keys in victim programs [22, 29, 40, 41,
45], trace the execution of programs [1, 7, 21], and extract other
sensitive information [32, 35, 44, 46]. Even though covert channels
can be built using various techniques [8, 34], cache-based covert
channel received a lot of attention in recent years [36]. Xu et al.
explored cross-VM L2 cache covert channels in Amazon EC2 [38].
Wu et al. designed a high-bandwidth and reliable data transmission
cache-based covert channel in the cloud [37]. Maurice et al. characterized noise on cache covert channels and built a robust covert
channel based on established techniques from wireless transmission
protocols [25].
The Security of TrustZone: SeCReT showed that TrustZone itself
cannot guarantee secure communication between normal and secure world [18]. Machiry et al. presented vulnerabilities that permit
normal world user-level applications to read and write any memory
location in the kernel by tricking secure world into performing the
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(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7: Transferred images using covert channels on Tizen TV. (a) Original images; (b) Single-core line-counting; (c) Singlecore set-counting; (d) Cross-core; (e) Cross-core when YouTube is running; (f) Cross-core under extreme conditions.
operations on its behalf [23]. ARMageddon demonstrated how to
use P����+P���� to spy code executions on TrustZone [21]. TruSpy
demonstrated that it is possible for a normal world attacker to steal a
�ne-grained secret from the secure world using timing-based cache
side-channel [42]. In this paper, we presented the �rst attempt to
build cross-world covert channels in the TrustZone architecture.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented cross-world covert channel attacks on
ARM TrustZone, which is designed to provide hardware-assisted
isolation. We demonstrated that existing channel protection solutions, such as SeCReT, or even more powerful mechanisms, such
as a strong monitor, can be bypassed. We discussed the reasons
why previous attacks, including P����+P���� and F����+R�����,
do not work for the cross-world scenario on ARM. And, we designed a low noise, no shared memory needed cache attack named
P����+C���� by leveraging overlooked PMU “L1/L2 cache re�ll
events.” Our experiments showed that P����+C����-based crossworld covert channels could achieve bandwidth as high as 27 KB/s
under the single-core scenario and 95 B/s under the cross-core
scenario.
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